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The fourth session of the General Assembly,has opened in an atmosphere,
f not of rosy optimism ; at least of efficiency and realism. Within the firs t
onr days, the officers have been chosen, the agenda agreed upon, and the general
ebate is off to a good start . In previous years, these opening f ormalities have
ccupied many days. This time, however, there seems to be a commendable desire to
et on with the job .

Much of the credit for this good beginning belongs to the new President :
eaeral Romulo of the Philippines . He is an effective chairman, friendly and good-
atured, but determined to keep the Assembly on the move . His gavel poised for
ction, he gives his ruling or calls a vote at the slightest indication that a
iscussion is coming to an end . Speakers have already sensed the feeling of e=ped-
tion he is trying to create, and co-operate with him by keeping their renark s
hort . One delegate told me yesterday that, for the first time in his long ezper-
ence in international conferences, he had sat through three hours of coamittee
eeting and never said a word :

° The spirit of contention is not, of course, absent . It never is,
nfortunately, down here . Certain items on the agenda were not included without
igcrous protests from the Russians and their friends, who accused the rest of us
~f everytàiugfrom breaking the Charter to interf ering in the private affairs of
oYereign states because we vcanted to discuss questions like the civil war in
reece or religious persecution in Hungary . But their objections have been more
riefly stated than formerly, and they are so familiar that no one has taken then
:eriously enough to argue about them at any great length . This does not nean, of
ourse, that there will not be long and acrimonlous debates before the Assembly is
inished. The agenda includes a number of subjects on which there are sharp
lifferences between the Russians and the rest of us - at.bmic energy, Korea, Italian
:olonies, and perhaps also China - and the Soviet delegates have given no sign
~hatever that their attitude on any one of these has become more co-operative since
;e last met.

The opening debate has already shown that delegates from the de~aocratic
onntries are taking a sober and realistic view of probleas before us and are looking
or practical steps which we can take to solve them . Mr. Acheson, the United States
ecretary of State, has already made a constructive and reasoned speech, reviewing
hemain issues before the Assembly and indicating the desire of his delegation to
upport workable proposals for dealing with them . He 2trequently used the words
the public interest of the tiYorld Com:nunity", suggesting by implication that it was
hepeople of the world rather than their governments whom the delegates were
epresenting . An equally thôughtful and constructive speech was made for India by
tachief delegate, Sir Benegal Rau . India is directly concerned in one major issue -


